
Let's  Bake  a  Cake



Time for Silent e! Add the Silent e to the end
of a word and the prior vowel becomes long. 
Look for the a_e pattern like in /c/ /ā / /k/ e.

Fun
Phonics

Tips

ā
Look for this sound!
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1

Kat     wanted    to    make

a    cake.

She    wanted    to    bake    a

pink    one!
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3

Kat    grabbed    the    bag.

She    put    its    contents

in    the    pan.

Shake,    shake,    shake!
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5

"Next    I    will    take    out    the

eggs,"    said    Kat.

She    cracked    the    eggs

and    dropped    them    into

her    pan.
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7

"One    last    thing    for    me

to    add,"    said    Kat.

"This    will    melt    and    make

my    pink    cake    soft."
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9

Kat    mixed    it    all    up.

"Mix,    mix,    mix,"    she    sang.

"Don't    make    a    mess."
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11

The    cake    was    all    set

to    bake.

Kat    was    safe    as    she

put    the    cake    in    the

hot    oven.
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13

Kat    wasn't    late    taking    the

cake    from    the    oven.

The    cake    was    baked!
 

She    frosted    it    with    pink

frosting!

Yum,    yum!
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CVC Word Activity

Decodable Words

bake
cake
late

made

make
safe

shake
take

Target Phonics Skill

Final e Long Vowels
a_e pattern

Decodable Words can be sounded out
based on the letter-sound relationships.
High-Frequency Words are the most
commonly used words. Your reader will
begin to recognize them. 
Final e Long Vowel Words contain a
vowel and a final e, separated by a
consonant. The first vowel is long and
the final e is silent, like in cake.

Final e Fun

When words end with a
Silent e, the previous
vowel becomes long
and the final e is silent.
These words typically
follow a CVCe pattern.

Practice adding the
Silent e to make the
long vowel sound. 

can
tap

cane
tape

Silent e
Silent e

=
=

+
+

High-Frequency Words

eat
fly

good

out
their
were
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